TEN COOL

Winter Activities
Skiing

Perhaps one of the most popular winter
activities is skiing. Skiing is very popular
among PA students even though MN
oﬀers only a few big hills. "It is a really
fun time going down a big hill with
some friends," says Samuel Stoﬀel '19

Ice Fishing
This is a great way to embrace
the Land of Ten Thousand Lakes
and stay warm at the same
time! This is very accessible too
with the numerous lakes
available around Minnesota.

Snowboarding
Snowboarding can be a fun
activity that can be very similar to
skiing; however, it does take some
practice to get used to. "The
adrenaline rush makes it an
unforgettable experience," says
Harrison Vetter '19

Ice Skating
This classic winter activity is a fun
and relaxing activity for all the
ages, especially those who do not
want the contact of Pond Hockey,

Watch a Pro
Game
Although this may not be an
"outdoorsy" activity these sporting
events can be a blast. The two
main teams playing now are the
Timberwolves and the Wild. But
for the soccer fans out there MN
United FC started preseason
games on February 3rd and those
games will go on throughout the
rest of the winter into the spring.

Snow Mobiling
Snow on the roads? No
problem with a snow mobile
which allows you to travel
through the snow at a fast and
fun pace. "Snowmobiling is a fun
way to spend time outside
during the winter," says Kyle
Momanyi '20

Pond
Hockey
This is a great activity for the
people who enjoy sports and who
like to have a fun time out with
some friends. This can get quite
physical though. ''Pond hockey is
a really fun activity to do with my
friends especially on the
weekends,'' says Sam Ferreira '19

Sledding/tubing

For those who think skiing and
snowboarding seem fun but do not
want the big hassle, they should try
sledding or tubing, which is a safer
and easier way to still have a good
time riding a hill. Tubing is just a
little faster way of doing it. An ideal
place to go tubing would be at Elm
Creek which has a tubing course. "it
is a really fun thing to do with some
friends," Andrew Rossini '19

Snowball Fight
A snowball ﬁght is a classic winter
game. It requires almost nothing
except for some open space, a
couple (or a lot) of friends and
some snow!

Building a
Snowman
Building a snowman is a very
laid-back activity you and
your family can enjoy which
requires nothing besides a
little snow.

